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- 3rd party EF lens
- ARRI LPL lens
- ARRI PL lens
- 3rd party PL servo lens
- B4 ENG/EFP Lens
- B4-mount Large Lens
- 3rd party Large Lens Supporter
- EF Lens Mount K2.0001103
- ARRI LPL Mount ALEXA Mini/AMIRA K2.0019893
- PL LDS Lens Mount K2.0001107
- PL to B4 Lens Adapter K2.0001238
- B4 Lens Mount K2.0001237
- AMIRA Onboard Microphone Set K2.0004024
- AMIRA Microphone Holder Bracket MHB-2, K2.75005.0
- Side Accessory Bracket SAB-2, K2.0014088
- AMIRA Multicam Monitor Mount for PVM-741, K2.0010247
- AMIRA Multicam Monitor Multicam, K2.0023813
- Camera Control Panel CCP-1 for ALEXA Mini, K0.00010096 (cable set and L-bracket incl.)
- Gold Mount Battery Adapter, K2.75001.0
- V-lock Battery Adapter, K2.76002.0
- DTS Camera Dock K2.75002.0
- Wedge Plate Adapter WPA-1, K2.75000.0
- Bridge Plate Adapter BPA-3, K2.75008.0 (compatible with BP-8)
- Compact Bridge Plate CBP-3 15mm for AMIRA, K2.0019580
- Quick Release Plate QRP-1, K2.0000399
- Compact Bridge Plate CBP-4 15mm for AMIRA, K2.0019582
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